Concrete Products Ltd.

Our precast concrete feed troughs, which can be used in conjunction with a diet feeder encourages
the animal to eat the whole diet mix, this helps increasing performance and providing a cost
effective way of feeding. Feeding arrangements can be made to suit your individual requirements
from single sided feeding to double sided feeding.

WIDE U FEEDER

ROUND TOP L FEEDER

Wide U feeder trough are designed to
feed livestock from both sides. Best used in
wintering yards or where space may be at a
minimum.

Round Top “L” feeder are designed for
where a passage way may be narrow as it
has a vertical back unlike other types of feed
troughs that may lay back into the passage
way it also comes in 3.3 meter lengths.
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HIGH L FEEDER

ROUND TOP U FEEDER

High “L” shape feed trough, this is
designed to suit high output mixer
machine and it will also provide more
room for feed storage.

Designed for simple cattle rations where
there is a full curve at the base of the
trough so the feed will always fall towards
the animal and the animal will not pack
the feed on the under side with the back
of its head this makes it easy to clean and
reduces feed contamination.
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J FEEDER
J feed troughs are designed for use in
new builds where you do not need to
build a permeant stub wall. They can
also be removed to allow for change of
the lay out of the shed unit.
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LOW J FEEDER
Low J feed troughs are designed to suit low
output diet mixer machine. They can also
be removed to allow for change of the lay
out of the shed unit.
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LOW L FEEDER
Low “L” shape feed trough, this
trough is designed where there is
a low out put on the diet mixer
machine.
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Concrete Products Ltd.

Sales Contact

sales@murphyconcreteproducts.ie

Office
Contact Us

Our sales, customer support and
technical team are available to
speak with you at any stage.

Tel: 00-353-53-053 9256026
info@murphyconcreteproducts.ie
Old Dublin Rd, Enniscorthy,
Co. Wexford, Ireland
Y21 AF43

www.murphyconcreteproducts.ie

